20th July, 2017 (Thursday)

Social & Educational Visit at
Gangdhi Ashram, Ahmedabad
A Report on Social & Educational Visit Part of Bridge Course
Who is really a contributor? How are they fundamentally different from non contributors in their overall
approach to work, to other human beings, to society
as a whole? To seek answers to these fundamental
questions, an inspiring one day tour has been organized to explore the wrapped truths of kindness, care,
humanity and a contributive career of a socially accepted successful person. The spark of the tour is
deeply motivated by keenly active reformer Honorable Kalpeshbhai and Dr. Ami H Shah who have been
rigorously involved in active social service since their
very young age. She guided Prof. V M Modi, Prof. S S
Patel and Prof. Dhara Jansari to organize the enlighten
visit under the head of Bridge Course Village Visit
program, a GTU sponsored syllabus for the first year students.
To visualize the empathetic insight and motivate the
young minds to bring the positive reform in society for
the betterment of the society on Thursday 20th July, 2017,
community service tour was organized for the enthusiastic 77 students of SRPEC.
They visited the Gandhi Ashram at Ahmedabad. There the
student know about Gandhiji and his life style. The community services has been provided by Mr. Virenbhai and
his team was awesome and unforgettable. All the facility
made for our students there like lecture hall, lunch etc.
Two hours passed as a fraction of moment, with heavy
heart everyone departed with the note of self satisfaction.
The second visit was at Ram Tekri School nearby area of
Gandhi Ashram, a school with difference, where dejected,
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underprivileged, poor young boys and girls of slum area were given respected platform to live happily by learning
the primary lesson of humanity. Though they were illiterate and not from elite class, they made everyone witnessed there mesmerized by their innocence, love and affection. They were so happy to welcome the new guest
with deepest pure feelings of heart and soul.
We went there to help them, but in returned they motivated and inspired us by their simplicity, honesty and happiness. Every student of the Institute was highly impressed by that visit and thanked those kids for giving them
something which was more than soul satisfied feelings. They learnt the real value of helping for humanity, compassion and care by that visit. They learnt the importance of human sentiments rather than the material needs of
the time. They also learnt the value of the smile for others and the time you share for and with others. It’s not the
material world in which happiness lies, but in the support, love, care and giving compassion to the needy. So many
morals of the life are valued by the young technocrats and inspired them do innovate and create for the welfare of the
larger society.
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